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WHY WE ALL NEED THE EXPERT
Divorce is at an all-time high and can be hell! Who better to help than  
a divorce lawyer who has seen it all? With the added perspective of the 
psychologist, the lawyer is able to get to the root of the issues, conciliate 
between couples and provide legally binding advice. Audiences have 
been waiting for a ground-breaking series that provides insight into why 
couples undo their “I-do’s”. 

THE GOALS
1  Help divorced couples sort out conflicts including co-parenting  

and child support; 
2  Help couples in the midst of separating do so fairly  

and less acrimoniously; 
3  Help couples on the brink of divorce walk back from the edge… 
…Will they succeed?

1  We get to know the couple and their back-story as they wait in the 
entrance of the office, as well as through an insightful and emotional 
montage of family photos and videos of happier times.

2  Then they meet the lawyer and the psychologist together to explain 
their situation and points of view. It gets heated! Where are they 
headed? What do they want?

3  Then, each member of the couple meets the conciliators separately - 
“he said / she said” style – this is where the hard truth comes out! 

4  After the meetings, the lawyer and the psychologist deliberate before they 
call the couple back in. The lawyer gives divorcing and divorced couples 
legally binding solutions, while those on the verge of separating receive 
valuable opinions and advice on how to proceed with the separation, or in 
a few cases, continue as a couple. 

5  As the couple exits, they express how they feel about the experience 
and the outcome. Either way, the cards are on the table, the conflict has 
been faced head on, and they leave the office with an outcome that will 
change their lives. Are they happy? Furious? Vindicated? Sad? Hopeful? 
Anything is possible after meeting The Expert.

A HIGH PROFILE CELEBRITY DIVORCE LAWYER WORKS WITH A RENOWNED FAMILY 
PSYCHOLOGIST TO CONCILIATE BETWEEN COUPLES THAT ARE DIVORCED, IN THE PROCESS  
OF DIVORCING, OR ON THE VERGE OF DIVORCING. THIS IS A NEW, NEVER-BEFORE-SEEN SHOW 
THAT LOOKS AT THE HARD TRUTH OF SEPARATION. IT’S REAL, RAW, AND PROVOCATIVE.

Each episode features 2 couples, one after the other, meeting with the divorce lawyer and psychologist. They are there 
to resolve their conflicts over everything including co-parenting, child custody, money issues, new spouses and more.
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—
Real cases of couples on the brink of divorce, 
going through divorce or already divorced.
—
Unique approach to conciliation with a 
divorce lawyer making final decisions with the 
help of a psychologist.
—
Lawyer is tenacious, famous, tough and caring.
—
Renowned, compassionate psychologist 
balances out the lawyer’s approach.
—
2 couples, 2 unique cases.
—
3 steps: Couple meets together, followed  
by personal “he said/she said” private 
meetings and finally a legally binding 
decision, and advice.

—
4 sets in 1 location / law office: Entrance/
Waiting Area/Conciliator’s Office/Conference 
Room
—
The divorce lawyer and psychologist explain 
key information to camera.
—
Clear objectives for participants: Help real 
couples with real problems faced at one of 
the most difficult points in any relationship.
—
Clear objectives for audience: Give 
perspective on relationships (recognizing 
problems and sourcing solutions); Give hope 
to couples watching that they are doing 
better than they thought; Illustrate how to 
avoid relationship pitfalls.

—
Great online and second screen 
opportunities: Audience resources; 
contact the lawyer / psychologist online; 
questionnaires / personal relationship 
assessments.
—
Can be edited by theme and special 
episodes can follow up with previous couples 
to see how their relationship evolved, 
resolved or ended.
—
At the end of the show, divorcing and 
divorced couples receive legally binding 
solutions; those on the verge of separating 
receive valuable opinions and advice. 

STAR CONCILIATOR AND KNOWN PSYCHOLOGIST
The divorce lawyer of the series should be an authority on family law, dynamic and ready to face conflict head on. The meetings can 
get intense / emotional. The conciliator must be able to engage the couple and keep positive. The psychologist must be insightful 
and sympathetic. A perfect example of the divorce lawyer can be seen in the original French-Canadian version of the format, starring 
Counsel Anne-France Goldwater. A force of nature, she is behind some life-changing cases, including the legalization of same-sex 
marriage in Quebec. Known as the “Pitbull” and “Canada’s Judge Judy”, she has hit TV shows and a podcast under her belt. Never 
tongue-tied, she often makes headlines for her controversial comments. She is a tireless mother, animal rights activist and author. 
Check out the brassy, funny, intelligent and warm Goldwater in her CHARACTER TAPE: https://vimeo.com/279458701/b67e23db53


